Admission of Hb S heterozygotes to a general hospital is relatively reduced in malarial areas
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SUMMARY A comparison between the frequency of Hb S heterozygotes in blood donors, outpatients, and inpatients of a general hospital carried out at the Maputo Central Hospital, Mozambique, where Plasmodium falciparum malaria is endemic, showed a statistically significant lower percentage of Hb S heterozygotes in the inpatient group. Evidence is thus provided that the protection given by Hb S to heterozygotes concerns not only malarial infection itself, but probably a wide spectrum of diseases to which persons who have a special resistance to P falciparum infection are less prone.

It is now well established that malaria has been acting as an evolutionary agent which selected several specific resistant genes in regions where the disease is endemic. Conclusive information is available for several genes expressed in erythrocytes, such as the β^* gene, some genes associated with G6PD deficiency, and with the Duffy blood group system. The protective effect of Hb S in heterozygotes has been shown by a variety of observations. Correlations between the epidemiology of malaria and the prevalence of the β^* gene have been found even within restricted geographical areas (micro-mapping). For example, in the Ewe ethnic group in Togo, the frequency of the β^* gene in people living at low altitude is five-fold higher than that found in people living at high altitude. Moreover, a high resistance of Hb S carriers to P falciparum has been indirectly demonstrated by the relatively low incidence of Hb S heterozygotes among patients with the most severe forms of malaria infection, and directly confirmed by experiments in volunteers inoculated with the parasite. Finally, the mechanism by which Hb S protects against P falciparum infection has been elucidated.

In endemic areas the fitness of Hb S heterozygotes, compared to that of Hb A homozygotes, has been estimated to be about 10% higher, and perhaps in some cases up to 25% higher. The question then arises whether this selective advantage is due only to the direct protection from malaria infection, or also to an indirect protection against other diseases, the frequency of which is increased by previous malaria infection. Although various sequelae and a higher susceptibility to certain diseases have been demonstrated in recurrent malaria, no statistical data are available on the secondary effects of P falciparum infection in a population.

We obtained information on this question by comparing the frequency of Hb S heterozygotes in blood donors, outpatients, and inpatients of a general hospital in Maputo, Mozambique, where P falciparum malaria is endemic.

Patients and methods

Three groups of subjects were studied during a period of nine months. The first group consisted of 4763 blood donors of the Maputo Blood Bank, the second of 5214 outpatients of the Maputo Central Hospital, and the third of 4648 inpatients from all the divisions of the same Hospital. The age composition of the inpatients and outpatients was similar; in these two groups all ages were represented, while in the blood donors ages ranged from 18 to 46 years. The inpatient group did not include subjects affected only by malaria, since they are treated in other centres.

Haemoglobin electrophoresis was carried out on
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cellulose acetate (Beckman Microzone Electrophoresis membranes) in a TRIS-EDTA-borate buffer at pH 8.6.\textsuperscript{4}

All samples showing an abnormal electrophoretic band were submitted to the dithionite solubility test in a concentrated phosphate buffer.\textsuperscript{9}

**Results and discussion**

The results of the screening are shown in table 1. It can be seen that the frequency of Hb S heterozygotes in the blood donors and in the outpatients was quite similar (0.99±0.14 and 1.13±0.15 respectively). These figures are in agreement with previous studies, which also show that the frequency of the \( \beta^+ \) gene is homogeneous in the different ethnic groups living in southern Mozambique.\textsuperscript{10}

On the other hand, the inpatient group showed a significantly lower frequency of heterozygotes (0.65±0.12). This difference is not found in regions where malaria is absent. In table 2 we show a compilation of pertinent data by ourselves and by other authors in different geographical areas which demonstrate that in non-malarial areas the frequency of Hb S heterozygotes among people admitted to hospital is not lower than in the normal population.

On the basis of the above findings we suggest that in the presence of endemic malaria, Hb S heterozygotes are approximately 35% less susceptible than Hb A homozygotes to different diseases which require admission to hospital.

It would be of interest to repeat the same analysis in malarial regions where the frequency of the \( \beta^+ \) gene is higher.

**TABLE 1 Frequency of Hb S heterozygotes in the three groups studied at the Maputo Central Hospital, Mozambique.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of subjects</th>
<th>No of Hb S heterozygotes</th>
<th>% Hb S heterozygotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood donors</td>
<td>4763</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatients</td>
<td>5749</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatients</td>
<td>3048</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 vs 2 p<0.01; 1 vs 3 p<0.01; 2 vs 3 p=0.01; 1+2 vs 3 p<0.02.
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